Introduction.
Frobenius [l]1 derived expressions for the characters of a few very simple classes of Sm, the symmetric group on m things. Here we give formulas for some more complicated classes. The method is quite general. A recurrence formula, due to Murnaghan, is used. The need for the formulas arose from general considerations of nuclear binding forces.2 Some applications will be given in another paper.
1. The character x(p)x, of the class ax = m-p, ap = l[l, 2]. If {X}, in the usual notation, is a partition of m, the same partition may also be represented [6] by two sets of numbers {b, a] and the following relation holds, (1.1) £ (X,--/)" = £>" + (~ D"+1£ + 1)" + (-1)" £ /.
1=1 j-i i-i i-i
If xx is the character of a class K of Sm, {x/} = {Xi, X2, X,--X*} a partition oim-p, and xx; the character of the class K' of Sm-P, where K' has the same cyclic structure as K, but with one less />-cycle, then (1.2) xx = £ Xx' (Murnaghan Recurrence Formula [6] ). i-i
Denoting by x(£)x the character of the class having one £-cycle (all others unary), we have
where D is the dimension of the representation.
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It should be noted that if {X/ } ends in a negative number when arranged in non-ascending order [6] , then Kj-p+k-j <0, asX,-p may be increased by k -j by moving down to kth position from jth position. Therefore In neither case is any contribution made to £J ^4y.
Let x=y+k', then 
Then, (2.1),
xO. 2)x = 2--;-^7-7-r:-A;
(since Af2, p, w are the same in all terms). x(P)x = E' A has already been found.
Putting, as in (1.7), a: = y+£, we have where M2, Af3 are as defined previously.
The character %(P> 3)
. Let x(P, 3) be the character of the class ai = m-p -3 unary cycles, a3 = l ternary cycle (cycle on 3 letters) and ap = 1 cycle on p letters.
By the recurrence formula (1.2),
where X/i as a subscript, indicates that x(3) is the character of a representation {X/ } = {Xi, X2, • ■ ■ , (X,-p), • • • , X*} of Sm-P corresponding to the class obtained from the original class by dropping the cycle on ^-letters; it is, then, the character of a class with one ternary cycle and all other cycles unary.
x(3)xy' is known, it is given by §1, cf. 4. The character x(2, 2, 2)\. It is evident that, by means of the recurrence formula, formulas can be found for characters of classes consisting of three non-unary cycles. The expressions involved, however, become too complicated for easy computation.
To illustrate the method it is sufficient to take the simplest case, the class consisting of three binary cycles and m -6 unary cycles.
By the recurrence formula (1. 
